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There!are!over!one!million!deaths! from! road! traffic! collisions.! In!Afghanistan,! there!
have!been!2005!UK!battle!injuries!over!10!years.!!Advances!in!military!trauma!care!
have! improved! survival,! resulting! in! more! severely! injured! individuals! entering! the!
trauma!care!pathway.! ! Improved!understanding!of! immunoendocrine!changes!after!
severe! trauma! may! facilitate! novel! interventions! to! improve! outcomes.! We!




function! following! a! surge! of! DAMPs! and! cytokines! that! were! released! into! the!
circulation.! Both! DHEA! and! DHEAS! were! significantly! downWregulated! (p<0.0001).!
Serum! testosterone!was! initially! completely! suppressed! (p<0.0001)! but! normalised!
after!week!4.!Protein!and!muscle!loss!followed!a!UWshaped!curveQ!catabolism!began!











There! are! a! large! number! of! individuals! that! have! supported! this! project! from! its!
inception!until!completion.!!Conor!Bentley!has!been!on!the!ground!and!helped!in!the!
day! to!day! running!of! the! study.! !He!has!been!very! close! to! the!patientsQ! ! he!has!














The! project! has! taught! me! the! value! of! collaboration! and! the! contribution! of! my!
supervisors!(Prof!Midwinter,!Prof!Bion,!Prof!Arlt!and!Prof!Lord)!and!the!University!of!
Birmingham! in! this! regard!has!changed!my! life.! !After! the! initial!meetings!with!Prof!
Mark!Midwinter!and!support!of!Prof!Steve!Jeffery,!we!met!with!Prof!Julian!Bion!who!
immediately! brought! me! into! contact! with! Prof! Janet! Lord! and! Prof! Wiebke! Arlt.!!
! 4!
Despite!a! large!number!of!supporters,! it!did!take!some!time!to!convince!the!Higher!





collaborate! for! a! long! time! in! the! future.! ! Prof! Julian!Bion! has! provided! invaluable!
advice!and!support!throughout!the!project!convincing!others!of!their!value.!I!have!also!
improved!my!knowledge!of!a!good!burgundy.!!
Prof! Janet! Lord’s! group! have! been! inspirational,! under! her! leadership! they! have!
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in! early! survival! from! military! major! trauma! have! been! achieved! using! blood!
component! therapy! (8,9)! for! resuscitation! at! the! scene! and! during! transfer! by! the!
MERT,!and!the!early!implementation!of!CRASHW2!(10)!evidence.!!Reducing!time!to!
definitive! injury! diagnosis! and! treatment! has! been! achieved! through! improved!
collective! training! and! availability! of! Focused! Assessment! with! Sonography! for!
Trauma!(FAST),!CT!scanner!and!an!onWsite!Radiologist.!Following!accurate!diagnosis,!
Damage! Control! Resuscitation! and! Surgery! (DCR! &! DCS)! is! performed,! and! the!
casualty!is!then!betterWprepared!to!return!to!the!Birmingham!Level!1!Trauma!Centre!


















The! NCEPOD! document,! ‘Trauma:! Who! Cares’! drove! the! development! and!
implementation!of!Level!1!Trauma!Centres!in!the!UK!(11).!!It!highlighted!that!in!60%!
of!cases!patients! received!a!standard!of! care! that!was! less! than!good!because!of!
clinical! and! organisational! failings.! ! The! solution! was! to! bypass! District! General!






out! by! Manchester! University! looking! at! how! the! Trauma! Networks! have! been!




850BC,!was!able! to!determine! the! risk!of!mortality! from!a! casualties! injuries(573).!!
Modern!trauma!injury!scoring!was!done!by!De!Haven’s! in!an!attempt!to!objectively!
measure!injury!following!light!aircraft!crashes(574)!but!most!modern!systems!use!the!

































W75! (ISS! =! a2! +! b2! +! c2).! ! ISS! scores! above! 15! are! considered! to! be!
major/polytrauma(581)The! ISS! was! reported! by! its! own! developers! to! be! a! good!















mechanism!of! injury! influenced! the!outcome!prediction.!They!confirmed! that! ISS! is!
better! at! predicting! outcomes! of! blunt! trauma! patients! whereas! NISS! is! better! at!
predicting!outcomes!of!penetrating!trauma!patients(583).!!
The!contemporary! role!of! trauma!scoring! systems! is!now!multifaceted.!From!early!
beginning! predicting! outcome! from! trauma,! they! have! evolved! to! measure! the!
















had!any!predictive!value(577)! to!become! the!Revised!Trauma!Score! (RTS)! (587)It!
was!found!that!the!capillary!refill!and!respiratory!expansion!were!difficult!to!assess,!
especially!at!night,!and! that! retractive! respiratory!expansion!was!always!difficult! to!
observe.! !RTS! is! a!more! reliable! predictor! of! survival! and! death! than! the!Trauma!
Score(585)! and! can!account! for! the! severe! isolated!head! injuries!due! to! the!GCS!






















physiological! values(588).! ! However,! Champion! observed! that! anatomical! scoring!
alone! has! a! lower! correlation! with! outcome! than! in! combination! with! physiologic!
states(585).!Supported!by!Chadwa!et#al.#who!argues!that!outcomes!based!purely!on!
anatomical! injury! description! alone! is! incomplete! and! not! enough! to! help! predict!
outcome(574).!!!
Other!limitations!of!TRISS!include!the!knowledge!that!it!misclassifies!severely!injured!









predictive! measure! of! outcome! ASCOT.! ! Intended! as! a! refinement! of! TRISS(6),!
ASCOT!!incorporates!AIS!injury!descriptions,!age,!and!particularly!physiological!data!
into!a!single!score!that!is!a!predictive!measure!of!outcome.!ASCOT!is!perceived!as!
having!better! outcome!prediction! than!TRISS(589),! and!particularly! for! penetrating!
trauma.! ! It! involves! complex! calculations! for! small! improvements! in! predictive!






and! ICD9! criteria.! This! served! as! an! environment! ripe! for! comparison! of! the! two!
methods!of!injury!scoring.!All!ICD!9!injuries!were!allocated!a!survival!probability!from!
a! database! of! 300,000! patients! spanning! 5! years! which! served! to! produce! the!









probabilities! ’! according! to! each! injury! are! dependent! upon! the! location.! Another!

























Physiological!values! form! the!basis! for!outcome!scoring!systems! in! Intensive!Care!
Units!(ICU).!Examples!include!the!Acute!Physiology!and!Chronic!Health!Evaluation!




!!!!The! Acute! Physiology! and! Chronic! Health! Evaluation! (APACHE)! system! was!
developed!on!the!postulation!that!the!severity!of!illness!in!groups!of!patients!could!be!
measured! by! quantifying! the! degree! of! abnormality! in! the! physiology! of! ITU!
patients(593).! ! The! APACHE! score! is! composed! of! two! components:! the! Chronic!




The! APACHE!was! then! revised! in! 1985,! by! reducing! the! number! of! physiological!
variables! from! 32! to! 12,! to! become! the! APACHE! II.! The! physiological! variables!





The!APACHE! II! score!can!give!values! from!0! W71!with!higher!scores! indicating!an!
increased!risk!of!hospital!death.!





APACHE! II! score! were! multiWtrauma! patients! with! a! mortality! of! only! 8%(590).!
Therefore! the! applicability! of! APACHE! II! for! trauma! patients! on! ITU! has! been!
questioned.!APACHE!III!was!created!in!1991!to!try!and!address!the!issues!of!scoring!













auditing! the! standards! of! care! for! the! severely! injured(596).! It! is! also! the! most!
















(597).! By! factoring! in! age,! biochemical!markers,! coWmorbidities! and!mechanism!of!
injury!variables!it!may!be!easier!predict!outcome.!!
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With! the! mechanism! of! injury! Russell! et! stressed! that! one! has! to! take! into!
consideration!blast!as!a!new!mechanism!which!combines!both!blunt!and!penetrative!
injuries(584).!The!mechanism!of! injury!has!also!been!shown! to!predict!outcome! in!
paediatric!patients(595)and!after!blunt!trauma!in!adults(598).!Haider!et#al.#predicted!




Combining! the! anatomy,! physiology,! age! and! coWmorbidities! are! important! in! the!





will! better! help! demarcate! the! outcome! of! those! with! the! same! ISS! and! similar!
physiological!values!but!different!endogenous!reaction!to!trauma.!!!
Current! trauma! scoring! systems! have! not! been! able! to! adjust! to! the! advances! in!
medical!care!that!are!now!unable!to!to!acurately!predict!outcomes!as!demonstrated!
by!PennWBarwell!et#al.# in!a!study!of!survival!during!the!advances! in!military! trauma!
care!over!the!last!10!years(599).!The!importance!of!how!a!patient!responds!to!medical!
treatment!over!time!may!also!be!relevant.!A!single!scoring!system!has!not!become!








resuscitation! in! the! field,! and! better! integrated! specialist! care! (17)! are!!
counterbalanced! over! the! following! few!weeks! by! an! acute! systemic! inflammatory!
response! syndrome! (SIRS)! with! immunoWincompetence! leading! to! infection,! multiW
organ!dysfunction/failure!(MOD/MOF)!and!late!deaths!(18).!!Cytokine!production!and!
cellWderived! responses! include! neutrophil! priming! and! changes! in! the! innate! and!
adaptive!cellular!responses!that!are!linked!to!outcomes!(19).!The!mechanisms!driving!
the! nonWinfective! inflammatory! response! were! poorly! understood! until! relatively!
recently!when!pioneering!work!by!Carl!Hauser!revealed!that!the!release!of!Damage!
Associated! Molecular! Patterns! (DAMPs)! by! injured! cells! precipitates! systemic!
inflammation!(20).! !Mitochondrial!DNA!has!recently!emerged!as!a!potential! initiator!
from!necrosed!and!damaged!cells!(21).!!Importantly,!if!this!is!proportional!to!the!extent!
of! injury! then! this! may! provide! a! more! accurate! measure! of! tissue! damage! and!
severity.!!!Infection,!poor!wound!healing!and!the!inability!to!tolerate!long!procedures!



















disproportionately! affect! how! long! they! stay.! ! A! chest! injury! may! keep! a! patient!




response! to! trauma,! the! main! focus! of! the! thesis.! ! In! reviewing! the! literature! the!
narrative!will!outline!previous!attempts!to!ameliorate!the!inflammatory!and!endocrine!
response!and!highlight!areas!which!have!still!to!translate!to!the!bedWside.!The!review!












three! broad! phases! after! injuryQ! haemostasis! and! inflammation,! proliferation,! and!
remodelling! (34,35).! ! It! is! by! no! accident! that! haemostasis! and! inflammation! are!

















In! its! simplest! form,! inflammation! is! the! response! to! the! interruption! of! tissue!
homeostasis.!!The!damaged!tissue!initiates!a!process!that!recruits!plasma!proteins,!
antibodies!and!leukocytes!from!the!blood!to!the!site!of!injury!facilitated!by!increased!
vascular! permeability! and! blood! flow! (40).! ! Bacterial! infections! have! provided! the!
earliest! insights! into! triggering! the! innate! immune! inflammatory! response! through!
receptors! like! TollWLike! Receptors! and! NOD! (nucleotideWbinding! oligomerizationW
domain!protein)Wlike! receptors! expressed!on! innate! immune! cells,!which! recognise!
nonWself!molecules!on!pathogens,! termed!Pathogen!Associated!Molecular!Patterns!
(PAMPs)!(41).!!PAMPs!include!cell!wall!components!such!as!lipopolysaccharide!and!
peptidoglycans! as!well! as! nucleic! acids! to! detect! viruses! (42).! The! initial! infection!
stimulates! local!macrophages! and!mast! cells! to! produce! a! variety! of! inflammatory!
mediators! such! as! chemokines,! cytokines,! vasoWactive! amines,! eicosanoids! and!
proteolytic! cascade! products! (43).! ! Recruited! neutrophils! are! able! to! extravasate!















‘lectin’! and! ‘alternative’! (47).! ! Activation! causes! the! ! generation! of! anaphylotoxin,!






Apoptosis! is! the! process! of! programmed! cell! death.! ! The! sequence! leads! to!
characteristic! cell! shrinkage! and! nuclear! fragmentation! that! releases! characteristic!
cytokines(50).!!It!can!occur!in!response!to!a!stress!signal!from!glucocorticoids,!heat,!





DAMPs! are! described! as!molecules! released! from! damaged! cells! that! initiate! the!







molecules.! Caution! is! particularly! warranted! if! the! putative! DAMP! is!
found!to!work!through!receptors!for!PAMPs!such!as!tollWlike!receptors!
(TLRs).!!
3.! The! DAMP! should! be! active! at! concentrations! present! in!
pathophysiological!situations.!!
4.! Selective!elimination!or! inactivation!of! the!DAMP!should! ideally! inhibit!
the!biological!activity!of!dead!cells!in!inWvitro!or!inWvivo!assays.!
Important!molecules!that!act!as!DAMPS!(Figure!1)!are!mitochondrial!DNA!(mtDNA),!









Mitochondria!have! recently!emerged!as!a! source!of!DAMPs! involved! in! the!sterile!




theory’! of! the! origin! of! the! mitochondrion,! states! that! both! chloroplasts! and!
mitochondria!came!from!the!inclusion!of!alphaproteobacteria!more!than!1!billion!years!
ago.! An! alternative! explanation! is! presented! in! a! review! by!Michael!Gray! that! the!
organelle!may!have!appeared!simultaneously!at!the!beginning!of!the!eukaryotic!cell!
containing! it! (58).! !Mitochondria! retain!many!of! the!biochemical!and!morphological!

















The! HighWMobility! Group! (HMG)! is! a! group! of! nonWhistone! chromosomal! proteins,!
present!in!almost!all!cells!with!a!nucleus,!that!are!involved!in!the!regulation!of!DNAW
dependent! processes! including! transcription,! replication,! recombination! and! DNA!
repair.!Divided!into!three!large!families!(A,!B!and!C),!HMGB1!is!the!most!important!in!
the! context! of! inflammation! (31).! In! 2001,!Wang!et# al.# (62)! showed! how! !HMGB1!
stimulates!an!inflammatory!response!when!released!from!necrotic!cells!but!not!after!
apoptosis(63).! ! HMGB1! is! also! secreted! from! dendritic! cells,! macrophages! and!






Pattern! Recognition! Receptors! (PRRs)! to! alert! immune! cells! to! the! presence! of!
damage!or!microbes.!!It!is!known!to!bind!with!the!surface!cell!receptor!for!advanced!
glycation! end! products! (RAGE)!when! released! into! the! circulation! (65).! ! RAGE! is!





mediation! of! various! cellular! responses! including! the! release! of! proinflammatory!
cytokines!TNFWα,!ILW1β,!ILW1α,!ILW6!and!MIP!(67).!






it!appears! to!be!oxidised!although!the!exact!mechanism!is!not!elucidated.! !For! the!
activation!of!TLR4,!HMGB1!needs!a!cysteine!at!position!106,!which!if!oxidised!by!ROS!
during! apoptosis,! renders! it! unable! to! stimulate! the! immediate! proWinflammatory!
response!from!macrophages!(69).!
1.5.1.3! Other!DAMPS!








Early!understanding!of!PRRs!came! from!plants! (72).! In!1979,! the! first!PRRs! to!be!
recognised! were! transWmembrane! scavenger! receptors! that! bind! the!
lipopolysaccharide! (LPS)! of! endotoxins,! Low! Density! Lipids! (LDLs),! and! other!
polynucleotides! (73).! ! In! 1985! in! a! completely! different! field,! Christiane! NussleinW
Volhard!(74)!observed!‘weird’! looking!Drosophila!fruit!flies!developing!as!a!result!of!
‘Toll’!genes,!in!her!embryogenesis!work.!!It!would!be!ten!years!later!in!another!lab,!
that! Toll! genes! were! also! found! to! encode! for! immune! peptides! (74,75).! A!
breakthrough! in! the! search! for! human! analogues! came! in! a! report! by! Charles!
Janeway’s!group,!this!would!eventually!be!recognised!as!TLRW4!which!binds!LPS!(76).!!




that! indicates! danger! to! cells! but! without! necessarily! being! foreign! in! origin! (78).!!
Proponents!believe!that!the!initiation!of!the!immune!system!depends!on!the!way!the!
cells!die.! !Endogenous!signalling!molecules,!also!called!alarmins,!are!produced!by!
damaged! cells,! whereas! PAMPs! are! exogenous! molecules,! but! both! have!
hydrophobic! portions! that! are! able! to! engage! PPRs.! ! Grouped! together! these!







Located!both! internally! and!on! the! cell! surface,!TLRs!appear! on!a!wide! variety! of!
immune!and!nonWimmune!cells!((80)).!!Many!TLRs!have!a!wide!range!of!ligands!that!
initiate! and! inflammatory! response! (81)! in! response! to! PAMPs,! DAMPs! and!
environmental! stress.! !Further! to! link!coagulation!and! innate! immunity,!TLRs!have!
been! demonstrated! on! platelets! and! can! initiate! an! inflammatory! response! in! this!
context!(82).!TLRs!can!be!separated!into!two!main!groupsQ!those!that!appear!on!the!
cell!surface!and!interact!with!membrane!components!of!microbes!such!as!LPS,!Lipids!





Receptor( Ligand(s)( Source( Types(of(Cell(
TLR!1( Multiple!triacyl!lipopeptides( Bacteria( Monocytes/macrophages(























TLR!5( Flagellin( Bacteria( Mast!cells(










TLR!10( unknown( ( (
TLR!11( Profilin( Toxoplasma!gondii( monocyte/macrophages(
TLR!12( Profilin( Toxoplasma!gondii( a!subset!of!dendritic!cells(






Abundantly! expressed! in! peripheral! blood! leucocytes,! TLR2! recognises! foreign!
materials!such!as!LPS,!Heat!Shock!Protein!and!various!other!ligands!that!are!mainly!
bacterial!in!origin.!!Although!much!work!has!focused!on!its!role!in!sepsis!recent!work!









multiPorgan! failure! in! trauma!patients! (86).! !TLR4!stimulation! induces!production!of!
proinflammatory!cytokines!such!as!ILP6,!TNFa!and!IL1Pb(91,92).!!Like!TLR2!it!has!been!
implicated! in!adaptive! immunity.! !There! is! functional!expression!of!TLR4!on!T!cells!
(93).!!After!injury!an!exaggerated!response!to!stimulation!is!maintained!after!injury!as!





origin.! !The!receptor! is!expressed! internally!on!endoplasmic!reticulum,!endosomes,!
lysosomes! and! endolysosomes! that! are! involved! in! bacterial! killing! but! can! be!
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inflammatory! response! syndrome(CARS)! that! follows! a! proPinflammatory! response!
syndrome.!!Xiao!et!al.!highlight!that!they!were!unable!to!find!a!single!gene!or!cluster!













Other! gene! pathways!may! also! be! important,! such! as! the! lipid!mediator! pathways!




Suggestions! that!age! influences!outcome! following!severe! injury! is!not!questioned.!!
This!is!reflected!in!a!study!by!Vanzant!et!al.!comparing!the!over!and!under!55years!of!



























injury! (82,97).! ! This! margination! can! be! achieved! either! through! or! between! the!
endothelial!cells(98).!
Neutrophils! express! a! large! number! of! PRRsN! TLRs,! NLR! and! CEtype! Lectins.!!














by!macrophages,! termed!efferocytosis! (101).!The!maintenance!of! the! inflammatory!
response!is!controlled!through!ILE23!which!induces!ILE17!production!from!Th17!cells,!
which!in!turn!induces!chemokine!production!to!attract!further!neutrophils!(102,103).!GE
CSF! is! also! increased! during! infection! or! after! trauma! and! acts! on! bone! marrow!








Phagocytosis! is! a! combination! of! repulsive! protrusion! between! cytoskeleton! and!
plasma!membrane,!and!the!active!membrane!flattening!using!myosin!units!(110).!!!This!









support! an! ongoing! inflammatory! reaction! by! producing! cytokines! and! chemokines!
such!as!ILE8!(114).!!Granules!can!be!primary,!secondary!or!tertiary!and!contain!antiE




















phagosome! generates! a! membrane! potential! across! the! phagosomal! membrane,!
which! promotes! proton! influx,! counteracting! cytosolic! acidification.! (IV)! Cations!






and! their! subsequent! envelopment! of! the! phagosome! will! cause! activation! of! the!
NADPH!complex!to!produce!ROS!(119E121).!!





Figure$ 1.4.$ Neutrophil$ Extracellular$ Traps.$ $ Adapted! from! a! review! by!
Mantovani!et!al(104).!
$
The! key! role! for! neutrophils! in! wound! healing! is! sterilisation! and! the! attraction! of!
macrophages!to!help!clear!debris!and!remove!apoptotic!cells!(124).!!If!activated!tissue!
neutrophils! do! not! encounter! any! pathogens,! as!would! occur! at! a! sterile! site,! they!
release! their! cytotoxic! granules(125)! which! can! cause! damage! to! healthy! tissues.!!






and!may!help! to!collapse! lymphatic!structures,!so!slowing! the!spread!of!a!bacteria!
attack(56).!Ultimately!it!is!important!to!slow!and!stop!neutrophil!recruitment!to!resolve!
the!inflammation!and!ensure!wound!healing!is!complete.!
The! neutrophil’s! other! main! contribution! to! wound! healing! is! the! attraction! of!
macrophages! at! 24E48! hours! post! injury.! ! Neutrophils! orchestrate! events,! which!
include!minimising! their!accumulation,!activation,!and!promote! their!own!apoptosis.!
(46).! The! neutrophil! is! thus! replaced! by! macrophages! as! the! dominant! cell! type.!!
Production!of!proEinflammatory!cytokines!continues!from!macrophages!along!with!the!







more! immune! regulatory! in! nature.! ! Unique! populations! of! apparently! immature!






CD35! is! upregulated! during! degranulation! on! most! circulating! cells! including!
neutrophils(132).!!CD35!binds!C3b(133).!!It!has!also!been!found!that!the!cleavage!of!
CD35!occurs!when!neutrophils!come!into!contact!with!strong!chemotactic!agents!such!
as!fMLP!(134).! !Activation!of! the!cell!when!in!contact!with!complement! in!particular!
C3b/C4b! that! is! involved! in!opsonising!bacteria!and!erthyrocytes!(135)! that!has! led!
some! to! using!CD35! to! attempt! differential! bacterial! from! viral! infection!with! some!
success(136).!!CD35!or!Complement!Receptor!1!(CR1)!is!a!known!potent!inhibitor!of!
complement.(137).!!!
Another! phenotype! has! been! described,! that! of! MyeloidEDerived! Suppressor! cells!









of! ‘left! shifted’! immature!neutrophils! that!are! released! in! response! to!onEgoing!proE
inflammatory!stimulus.!!There!is!some!debate!about!whether!MDSC!consistently!have!



















antiEinflammatory! cytokines,! modified! by! resuscitation,! DCS! and! definitive!
reconstruction!(142,143).!!In!contrast!as!ischaemia!is!corrected,!sedation!and!effective!
analgesia!will! dampen! the!production!of! cytokines! (144,145).! !There!are!additional!
peaks!to!the!inflammatory!course!outlined!in!(146).!!Infection,!MOD/F,!poor!analgesia!
(147)!and!the!multiple!surgical!insults!of!debridement!and!definitive!reconstruction!give!
additional! stimulus! to! an!already!overburden! immune! system! (148).! ! The! temporal!











As!a!proprotein,! ILE1β! is!converted!and!activated!by!caspase1!(33,150).! ! ILE1β! is!a!
mediator!of!the!inflammatory!response!that!is!involved!in!proliferation,!differentiation!
and!apoptosis!of!cells!(151).!!It!has!also!been!found!to!induce!pain!hypersensitivity!in!
the! central! nervous! system! by! the! induction! of! cyclooxygenaseE2! (PTGS2/COX2)!
(152).!
Interleukin!4!(ILE4)!
ILE4! has!many! roles,! including! proliferation! of! activated! BEcell! and! TEcells! and! the!









suppresses! T! Regs! differentiation! (156).! ILE6! is! interesting! as! it! can! also! be! antiE
inflammatory,! inducing! macrophages! to! release! the! powerful! endogenous!
immunosuppressant!prostaglandin!E2(157).!!Later!in!the!response!ILE6!also!attenuate!


















Closely! related! to! ILE4,! ILE13! is! a!mediator! of! the! Th2! response! and! physiological!
aspects!of! the!allergic!response!(167).! !Like!ILE4! it! induces!IgE!class!switching!and!
secretion!from!B!cells!(168).!
InterleukinE17!(ILE17)!!












CSF!can!also!act! to!prolong! the!active! lifespan!of!neutrophils!and!macrophages!at!




factorialN! reduced!mucosal! barriers,! changes! in! the!mechanics!of! the!GU! tract,! coE
morbidities,! ageErelated! changes! in! immunity,! nutrition,! medication! and! genetic!
differences!to!list!a!few(175,176).!!The!changes!in!immune!system!with!age!have!been!
coined! inflammagingN! slightly! elevated! levels! of! proEinflammatory! cytokines,! acute!
phase!proteins!and!a!reduction!in!antiEinflammatory!cytokines!are!common(177).!!The!
inflammatory! response! that! is! mounted! by! older! adults! to! alarmins,! PAMPs! and!
DAMPS!appears!subdued(178E180).!!Differences!are!seen!in!both!the!innate!and!the!
adaptive!response.!!The!innate!cellular!response!of!neutrophil!function!demonstrate!





reductions! in! the!effectiveness!of!natural!killers!cells.! !The!age!–related!changes! in!
innate!cellular!immunity!are!summarised!in!Table!1.2.!!!
Studies!have!shown!increases! in!TNFa,!CRP!and!ILE6! in!older!adults! that!could!be!
described!as!a!chronic!inflammation(186,187).!!!Immunescenscence!has!been!used!to!
















physiology! relating!muscle! loss!and!altered!nitrogen!balance! (191).! !A!decrease! in!
tissue! perfusion! after! injury! causes! a! reduction! in! metabolism,! that! is! followed! by!
increases!in!metabolic!rate!and!a!hyperdynamic!circulation!after!3E5!days.!Their!work!
highlighted!the!need!for!adequate!nutritional!support!and!rehabilitation!(192).!!Although!






The! endocrine,!metabolic! and! inflammatory! response! to! tissue! injury! is! coined! the!
‘stress!response.’!!Historically!this!has!been!easiest!to!study!this!after!elective!surgery!
where!a!controlled!traumatic!injury!is!inflicted!at!a!set!time!and!the!response!thereafter!









response!that!has!evolved!to!protect! the! individual! from!life! threatening! injury.! !The!
ability! to! enhance! the! fight! or! flight! reaction! is! realised! through! a! number! of!
physiological!changes.!!!
Afferent! somatic! and! autonomic! nerves! from! the! area! of! injury! stimulate! the!
sympathetic!nervous!system!and!the!hypothalamicEpituitary!axis!!(196).!The!modes!of!
stimuli! are! diverseN! pain,! fear,! hypovolaemia,! tissue! damage! and/or! immunological!
activation! (197).! ! The! hypothalamus! responds! by! firing! sympathetic! fibres! to! the!







hypothalamic! stimulation.! ! The! resulting! adrenergic! response! yields! a! marked!
tachycardia!and!hypertension.!Hepatic,!pancreatic!and!renal!organ!systems!respond.!!
An!early!survival!response!is!to!‘retain!water’!as!renin!is!converted!from!angiotensin!I!
to! angiotensin! II! stimulating! aldosterone! from! the! adrenal! cortex! to! reabsorb!more!
sodium.! ! The! pancreas! releases! glucagon! that! stimulates! the! liver! to! breakdown!






suppresses! neutrophil! function! but! also! keeps! numbers! high! by! inhibiting! their!
apoptosis.! The! immune! system! also! stimulates! an! adrenergic! response! and! proE
inflammatory!cytokines!act!directly!on!the!hypothalamus!and!there!is!thus!extensive!
crossEtalk!between! the! immune!and!endocrine!systems!during! the!stress! response!
(196).!!Cytokines!stimulate!the!production!of!prostaglandin!E2!directly!to!stimulate!the!
hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal!(HPA)!axis!or!the!HPA!axis!detects!lower!levels!in!the!




Figure$1.7.$ The$HPA$axis$ is$under$ the$excitatory$ control$of$ the$amygdala$ and$
































hypophyseal! portal! systemN! whereas! the! posterior! pituitary! receives! direct! neural!
control!from!the!hypothalamus.!!The!anterior!pituitary!hormones!(ACTH)!and!growth!
hormone! (GH)! are! released! in! response! to! hypothalamic! releasing! factors,!
corticotrophin! releasing! hormone! (CRF)! and! somatotropin.! ! When! injured,! ACTH!
stimulates!cortisol!production!within!a!few!minutes!(205).!!Thyroid!function!also!surges!
initially!(206)!but!is!quickly!supressed!with!48!hours!of!injury!(207).!!Other!hormones!




hours! of! injury! and! feedback! mechanisms! fail! to! lower! ACTH! and! cortisol!
concentrations!in!trauma(202).!!The!magnitude!of!the!cortisol!response!is!thought!to!
be! proportionate! to! the! size! of! insult! and! it! is! unresponsive! to! cortical! steroid!
administration(203),!!although!Offner!et#al.#found!that!cortisol!levels!did!not!correlate!
with!the!ISS!(208).!!Other!commentators!have!found!it!difficult!to!agree!on!absolute!
values!and!what!constitutes!a!normal!cortisol! response!during!critical! illness! (209).!
Cortisol! enhances! muscle! breakdown! to! provide! substrates! for! repair! (207),! with!
gluconeogenic!precursors!and!amino!acids!mobilised!for!protein!synthesis!in!the!liver!
and!from!lipolysis.!!!Cortisol!also!has!a!mineralocorticoid!effect!to!retain!sodium!and!
water! and! lose! potassium.! ! In! contrast,! cortisol’s! antiEinflammatory! effects! are! to!
decrease!cytokines,!leukotrienes!and!prostaglandins!(203).!!!
Some!cortisol!is!bound!to!cortisolEbinding!globulin!(CBG)!and!albumin!and!when!these!








The!concentration!of!active!cortisol! in! the! target! tissues! is! important.! !This!balance!
between!metabolism!and!production!of!cortisol! is!regulated!by!the!action!of!various!
enzymes!the!most!important!of!which!is!11βEhydroxysteroid!dehydrogenase(11βEHSD)!











stimulates! growth!and!proliferation!of! cells! and! slows!protein! catabolism,! but! there!
appears!to!be!a!paradoxical!reduction!in!IGF1!in!relation!to!growth!hormone!in!trauma!
and!sepsis! (214).! ! !Prolactin! is! increased!with! injury! in!proportion! to! the!severity!of!
injury!(215).!!The!posterior!pituitary!hormone!ADH!is!another!important!hormone!that!
acts! as! a! vasopressor! and! enhances! release! of! ACTH! important! after! injury! and!
haemorrhage!(216,217).!
Insulin! is!secreted! in! response! to!hyperglycaemia!promoting!glucose!utilisation!and!
glycogen!synthesis.!!This!reduces!lipolysis!and!muscle!protein!breakdown.!!Trauma!
causes!inhibition!of!betaEcells!in!the!pancreas!by!the!α2Eadrenergic!inhibitory!effects!
of!catecholamines! (218).! !The! initial! response! is! followed!by! insulin! resistance,! the!
development! of! which! increases! mortality! and! the! control! of! which! has! improved!
survival!in!trauma!and!sepsis!(212).!!!
Thyroxine! (T4)! and! triEiodthyronine! (T3)! are! secreted!by! the! thyroid! in! response! to!
thyroid!stimulationg!hormone!(TSH).!!T3!is!more!active!that!T4!and!they!are!both!highly!
bound!to!albumin,!thyroxine!preEalbumin!and!thyroidEbinding!globulin.!!They!increase!
metabolic! rate! and! heat! production! in! many! organ! systems! resulting! in! increased!








The!metabolic! response! appears! to! prime! the! immune! system!as!well! as!mobilise!
building!blocks!for!repair!from!carbohydrate,!lipid!and!protein!sources.!
Carbohydrate! metabolism! is! driven! by! catecholamines! and! cortisol! to! promote!
glycogenolysis! and! gluconeogenesis.! ! Insulin! secretion! is! initially! inhibited! and!
subsequently! insulin! resistance!can!develop.! !Prolonged!high! levels!of!glucose!are!




surgical! stress(222).! ! Skeletal!muscle! is!mainly! utilised! but! there! is! some! visceral!
muscle! protein!which! is! catabolised! to! release! essential! amino! acids(223).! ! Newly!
formed!proteins!in!the!liver!are!acute!phase!proteins!and!albumin!production!is!reduced!
which!will!affect!the!oncotic!pressure!of!the!blood!and!the!extracellular!volume(224).!!
This! protein! loss! can! be! estimated! by! measuring! nitrogen! excretion! in! 24! hour!
urine(225,226).!!Attempts!at!overcoming!catabolism!by!providing!additional!substrate!
have!been!disappointing!and!will!be!discussed!later!(see!section1.10.1.5).!
Lipolysis! and! ketone! production! is! driven! by! catecholamine,! cortisol! and! glucagon!
secretion! in! combination!with! insulin! deficiency(227).! Triglycerides! are!metabolised!
into!free!fatty!acid!and!glycerol(228).!!High!glucagon!and!low!insulin!promote!oxidation!
of! FFAs! to! acyl! CoA! that! is! converted! in! ketones! by! the! liver(229).! ! The! common!
ketones!!βEhydroxybutyrate,!acetoacetate!and!acetone!are!water!soluble!and!are!used!
as! fuels(230).! ! The! ability! to! predict! the! duration! and! severity! of! catabolism! is! a!
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The!role!of! testosterone!and!oestrogen! in! injury! is!not!clear.! !NinetyEfive!percent!of!
testosterone!is!produced!by!the!Leydig!Cell!of!the!gonad!in!males,!it!is!responsible!for!
anabolism! and! secondary! sexual! characteristics.! ! In! women! small! amounts! are!
synthesised!by! the! thecal! cells!of! the!ovaries!as!well!as! the!zona! reticularis!of! the!
adrenal! cortex! in!both! sexes.! !Most! testosterone! is! bound! to! sex!hormone!binding!
globulin!and!regulated!by!the!HPA!axis.!!When!low,!gonadoprohinEreleasing!hormone!
(GnRH)!is!released!by!the!hypothalamus!to!stimulate!the!pituitary!to!produce!LH!and!





Testosterone! levels!were! found! to! be! reduced!by!half! in!men!who!had!myocardial!
infarction,!traumatic!brain!injury,!or!elective!surgery!within!24!hours!(230).!FSH!and!LH!
levels!were!lower!or!unchanged.!!Central!hypogonadism!occurs!with!acute!illness!in!





While! the! ovaries! and! the! adrenal! glands! (in! both! sexes)! produce! very! little!
testosterone,! they!secrete!weaker!androgensN! in!particular,!dehydroepiandrosterone!
(DHEA)!and!androstenedione.!!These!are!known!to!be!important! in!women!as!they!




circulates! predominantly! in! its! sulphated! form! DHEAS.! ! This! abundant! early! sex!
hormone!serves!as!a!metabolic!intermediate!in!the!production!of!androgens!namely!






Figure! 1.10.! The! steroidogenesis! pathway.!CYP11A1,! Cytochrome! P450scc.! ! HSD3B,! 3>hydroxysteroid! dehydrogenase! isoenzymes.!
CYB11B,!11!beta>hydroxylase.!CYP21A2,!Cytochrome!P450!21!hydroxylase.!!CYB11B2!Cytochrome!P450!17!hydroxylase.!HSD11B,!11β>






















(240,241).! TXA! inhibits! plasmin! and! reduces! clot! breakdown.! ! No! increase! in!
thrombosis!was!seen!in!CRASH2!and!in!a!subsequent!retrospective!cohort!study!the!









Warnings!came! from! the! literature!about! the!use!of!RBCs!and! the!development!of!
MOF,! infections! and! transfusion! related! lung! injury! (245).! ! The! literature! has!
consistently!shown!the!adverse!effects!of!transfusion!(246).!!A!paradigm!shift!occurred!
to!use!blood!components!to!maintain!perfusion!without!the!use!of!crystalloid!or!colloid!
as!a!plasma!expander! (10).! In!a! ‘best!evidence!review’!despite!a!survivor!bias,! the!
authors!suggest!a!clear!survival!advantage!for!the!early!use!of!fresh!frozen!plasma,!
packed! red! blood! cells! and! platelets! in! the! ratio! of! 1:1:1(247).! ! The! practice! of!
component!therapy!was!adopted!despite!the!appreciation!of!the!immunosuppressive!






attempt!a!definitive!procedure!at! the! risk! to! the! trauma!patient’s! life!and!should!be!





then! fractures! were! treated! with! external! fixators! and! the! definitive! fixation! was!
performed! 24G48! hours! (253G255).! ! Not! everyone! benefits! from! a! damage! control!
approach!(256).! !Although!commonly!practiced! in!battlefield!conditions!and! in!other!




with! component! therapy! (259)! can! negate! the! need! to! carry! out! a! limited! surgical!
procedure! in! a! wellGresuscitated! patient.! ! Decisions! can! then! be! made! to! the!
subsequent!pathway!of!damage!control!or!definitive!surgery!depending!on!the!status!
of!the!patient.!!Damage!control!resuscitation!may!well!decrease!inflammation!as!well!

















controversial.! !Moreover!TNP!and!early!wound!closure! treatment!benefits!only! lend!
themselves!to!severe!injuries!that!have!large!open!wounds.!
1.10.1.5$ Immunonutrition.$$
Malnutrition! involves! all! aspects! of! the! immune! system.! ! Changes! in! lymphocyte!
subsets!(decreased!CD3+,!CD4+!and!CD8+)!in!malnutrition!and!increases!in!cortisol!
and!a!Th1!to!Th2!cytokine!shift!are!observed!(267).!!Enteral!nutrition!has!consistently!
shown! superiority! over! parenteral! nutrition! as! a!means! of! providing! calories! to! the!
critically!ill!(268).!!The!timing!of!feeding!is!also!important.!!A!metaGanalysis!by!Diog!et#
al,! identified! 6! RCTs! which! while! small! and! poorly! powered! showed! a! significant!
reduction! in!mortality!and!pneumonia! (OR=0.34,!p=0.02)!when!enteral! feeding!was!
started!within!24hours!(269).!!Most!commentators!believe!a!translocation!of!gut!flora!
is! increased!by!overgrowth,! immuneGfunction!and/or! changes! in!permeability!of! the!
gastrointestinal! mucosa! (270G272).! ! Another! consideration! to! gut! integrity! and! the!
immunological!consequences!of!critical! illness!is!gut!ischaemia!and!any!reperfusion!













the! critical! ill! adult! was! reviewed! in! a! metaGanalysis! by! Visser! et# ali! significant!
reductions!in!infections,!LOS!in!ICU!or!otherwise!were!not!seen.!!Subgroup!analysis!
did!show!reductions!in!mortality!but!they!reported!that!timing,!duration!and!dosing!are!





and! a! reduction! of! length! of! stay! by! over! 3! days(283).! ! A! review! of! the! field! was!







the! PROWESS! trial! (288),! but! questions! were! asked! about! the! methodology! and!
subsequent! trials!have! failed! to! show!benefits!with! significant! bleeding!seen! in! the!
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Therapy!of!Septic!Shock! (CORTICUS)!Trial! showed!no!benefit! at! 28!day!mortality!
(n=500,! 35! vs! 32%)! with! an! increase! in! new! sepsis! and! septic! shock! in! the!




















and!often!need!supplementation!during/after! surgery.! !The!exact!optimal! regime! to!





stimulation! was! shown! to! be! more! responsive! after! corticosteroid! administration!
(299,300).!!While!not!supported!by!ARDS!Clinical!Trials!Network!for!ARDS!(301),!the!
use! of! corticosteroids! in! trauma! has! been! shown! to! reduce! hospital! acquired!
pneumonia! with! shorter! ventilatory! days! in! one! study! but! failed! to! demonstrate!
differences!in!overall!mortality!(302).!
The!translation!of!animal!modelled!treatments!into!the!clinical!setting!has!had!many!
failures! as! exemplified! by! the! antiGTNF! treatment! in! septic! shock! trial! (303).! ! AntiG
inflammatory!cytokine!targeting!such!as!transforming!growth!factor!(TGFGβ)!or!ILG10!to!
reduce!the! inflammatory!response!haven’t!seen!their!way!to!clinical! trials!yet! (304).!
Gene!therapy!using!adenoviral!vectors!has! the!potential! to! treat! trauma!and!sepsis!
victimsi!potential!targets!such!as!the!transcription!factors!NFGkB,!APG1!and!ILG10!due!
to!their!role!in!the!regulation!of!proGinflammatory!genes!may!be!an!option!(218,305).!!
















(314,315).! ! A! later! metaGanalysis! which! excluded! the! discredited! Poldermans!
DECEASE!trials!has!raised!new!questions!about!the!risk!benefit!ratios!that!have!been!
established! to! guide! the! use! of! periGoperative! betaGblockade! (316,317).! ! This! new!
analysis!established!a!27%!increase!in!allGcause!mortality.!!!
The! use! of! betaGagonists! to! control! the! development! of! acute! respiratory! distress!
syndrome!was!trialled!by!Perkins!et#al.!!Animal!and!human!studies!showed!reduced!






BetaGblockade!has!been!advocated! in! trauma! (320).! !A!number!of!studies! in!burns!
have! supported! blocking! the! action! of! the! 10Gfold! increase! in! circulating!




55!years!of!age! found! lower! levels!of! ILG6! in! their!patients! receiving!betaGblockers.!
They! found!decreased!healing! times!and!shorter!hospital!stay! in! the!betaGblockade!








the! basis! of! practice! guidelines! to! keep! glucose! below! 8.4mmol/L.! !Many! found! it!
difficult!to!replicate!these!results!as!the!risk!of!hypoglycaemia!in!this!vulnerable!group!
was!high!and!this!was!later!confirmed!by!a!metaGanalysis!(331).!!Supported!by!later!
reviews! some! commentators’! believe! tighter! glucose! control! may! be! possible! with!













Utilising! the! anabolic! actions! of! growth! hormone! (GH)! was! an! attractive! proposal!
particularly! to! slow! proteolysis! in! hypercatabolism! (333).! Trials! revealed! a! positive!
nitrogen!balance!and!better!utilisation!of!nutrition!(334,335)!!GH!was!used!safely! in!
burns!adults!and!children,!where! it! improved!survival,!as!well!as! increased!muscle!
growth!and!decreased!wound!healing!time!(336).!!The!results!of!two!RCTs!in!critical!ill!
patients!contradicted!this!and!not!only!showed!increases!in!mortality!but!also!showed!
















shown! to! reduce!muscle! catabolism! in! thermal! injury! (339).! ! The! androgenic! side!
effects! of! testosterone! as! well! as! potential! liver! toxicity! drove! the! development! of!
testosterone!analogues.!!
































Oxandrolone! is! the! standard! of! care! in! most! burns! centres! for! patients! with! over!
30%TBSA.! ! !Burn! injury!produces!an!extreme! inflammatory! response! that! reduces!












response! affects! their! survival! and! LOS(360).! These! differences! are! relative!
unexplored! following! severe! trauma! but! evidence! is! emerging! in! some! settings.!!
Investigators! consistently! describe! poor! survival! and! increased! morbidity! following!
injury(361).!!
There!are!anatomical!and!physiological!differences!that!reflect!worse!outcomes!in!the!
older! trauma!patient.! !These!are!pulmonary,!cardiac,! renal!hepatic,!gastrointestinal,!
musculoskeletal! and! neurological! as!well! as! the! immunological! differences! already!
discussed!(362).!!Examples!such!as!reduced!chest!wall!compliance!and!lung!volumes!







cytokines!such!as! ILG6!were!and! IFNGγ!concentrations!were! lower! in!older!patients!
compared! to! young! after! orthopaedic! trauma(365).! ! With! altered! coagulation,! for!
example,! older! patients! are! often! more! severely! injured! than! their! mechanism!
suggests(366).! !The!elderly! trauma!patient! is! typically!under! triagedi! tachycardia! is!
reduced!or!absent!despite!significant!bleeding!(367,368).!!Age!is!an!independent!risk!
factor!for!mortality!in!head!traumai!dura!is!more!adherent!and!intracranial!vessels!are!




expectation!among! treating!surgeons!has! lead! to!poor!outcomes.! ! It! is!unclear! that!






recovering! injured! female! (377).! ! Studies! involving! a! murine! traumaGhaemorrhage!
model,!ovariectomised! female! rats!had! improved!cardiac!and!hepatobiliary! function!











and! greater! MOF! but! LOS! and!mortality! were! not! affected(384).! ! ! Magnotti! et# al.#













It! is!unknown!why! the!production!of!substrates! for! repair! is!not!better!utilised,! lean!
muscle! loss! is! as! much! as! 30G40%! after! trauma! and! this! directly! impedes!












care! illnesses! (391).! !The!strategies! to!ameliorate! the!endocrine! response! in!burns!





















had! a! less! severe! response! but!we!will! also! see! a! cohort! of! nonGsurvivors!whose!





Ameliorating! the! immuneGendocrine! response,! speeding! up! recovery! and! anabolic!
responses!and!improving!the!functional!outcome!for!the!injured!will!see!more!patients!
return!to!work!and!independent!living.!!!























































before! transfer! to! Birmingham.! ! Once! wounds! are! healed! military! patients! are!




















approach!and!began! to! recruit! any!military! injured! individual.!Recruitment! in! to! the!
SGCNS! still! remained! low! due! to! limited! local! resources.! ! This! presented! an!
opportunity!for!collaboration.!!!
It! quickly! became! evident! that! the! SGCNS! had! had! aspirations! to! measure! the!
inflammatory!response!and!adrenal!endocrine!response!to!trauma!but!did!not!have!the!
resources!to!do!so.!!Another!area!that!the!CNS!Team!had!had!difficulty!with!was!the!











Capacity! Act! 2005! provides! for! nonGClinical! Trial! of! an! Investigational! Medicinal!


























































want! to! be! part! of! any! research,! one!military! and! one! civilian,! and! they! were! not!
recruited!into!the!study.!!
2.14$ Regaining$Capacity$to$Consent$




(PIS)! and! ask!more! questions! about! the! study.! !Only!when! the! investigators!were!






























Demographics!of! individual!and! injury!were! recorded!at! the! time!of! injury.! ! Initial!
debridement!and!later!reconstruction!were!also!recorded.!!Attempts!to!capture!the!
clinical! course! were! taken! from! ICU! using! physiological! scoring! systemsC! daily!
Sequential!Organ!Failure!Assessment!(SOFA),!Acute!physiology!and!chronic!health!
evaluation! II! (APACHE2)! and! Simplified! Acute! Physiology! Score! II! (SAPSII).!!
Ventilatory!days,!length!of!ICU!stay!and!hospital!stay!were!also!noted.!
2.17% Routine%Haematology,%Biochemistry%and%Microbiology.%








Whole% Blood:! 2! x! 8ml! Lithium! heparinised! whole! blood! tubes! (Green! Top!







































percentage! of! neutrophils! containing! fluorescent! bacteria! and! their! mean!







































To! assess! the! phagocytic! ability! of! neutrophils! the! number! of! cells! that! have!





The! PhagoBURSTTM! Kit! (Orpegen! Pharma! GmbH,)! was! used! to! measure!
superoxide!generation! from!neutrophil!oxidative!burst.! !The!method!relies!on! the!





































uniform!cell! layer.! !The!smears!were! then!air!dried.! !The!slide!was! then!stained!








then! rinsed!with! the!buffered!water!solution! (Stock!Phospahe!Buffer!diluted!1:20!






the! supplier.! ! Following! incubation! for! 30mins! on! ice,! BD! FACS! lysing! solution!
(prepared!from!10x!stock!from!BD!Biosciences)!was!added!and!samples!incubated!
in!the!dark!at!room!temperature(RT)!for!20min.!!The!lysate!was!then!centrifuged!at!





subjects! cells! were! gated! on! the! whole! neutrophil! population! and! then! the!






Antigen% Label% Source% Isotype!Control%
Concentration!
(µg/ml)%
CD11b! PE% eBioscience% Mouse!IgG1% 1.25!
CD11b!(active)% FITC% eBioscience% Mouse!IgG1% 1%
CD14% PB% Biolegend!UK% Mouse!IgG2a% 4%
CD15% FITC% Biolegend!UK% Mouse!IgM% 0.31%
CD33% PE% Dako% Mouse!IgG1% 0.3%
CD35% PE% R&D!Systems% Mouse!IgG1% 1.25%
CD63% FITC% AbD!serotec% Mouse!IgG1% 0.1%








Plates! were! then! washed! and! 100µl! of! 0.5µg/ml! biotinylated! antiTCD16! (clone!
DJ130cCAbD!Serotec)!was! added! and! incubated! for! 1! hour! at!RT.! ! Plates!were!
washed!and!100µl!of!a!1:1500!dilution!of!streptavidinThorseadish!peroxidase!(HRPC!
Biolegend)!was!added!and! incubated!at!RT! for!1!hour! in! the!dark.! !Plates!were!
washed! and! 100µl! tetramethyl! benzidine! (TMB)(concentration! defined! by!
manufacturer)! was! added! followed! by! 50ul! H2SO4(2M)! to! stop! the! reaction.!!
Absorbance!was!read!using!a!spectrophotometer!with!a!primary!wavelength!of!450!
nm! and! a! corrected! reading! using! 570! nm! (BioTek®! Synergy! HT,! Northstar!
Scientific! Limited,! Leeds,! UK).! ! Soluble! CD16! concentrations! were! extrapolated!










The! serum!was! then! spun! at! 3000xg! for! 10!min! at! 4oC.! ! 20µl! of! protease!was!
aliquotted!into!a!separate!1.5ml!eppendorf!tube.!50µl!of!serum!was!placed!in!to!the!
eppendorf! tube! containing! the! protease! and! 150µl! of! Buffer! AL!was! added! and!
mixed!by!pulseTvortexing!for!15s.!!The!eppendorf!was!then!incubated!at!56°C!for!10!
















reaction! (PCR)! using! a! LightCycler! 480! (Roche).! Primers! for! the!Cytochrome!B!
gene,!which! is!present! specifically! in! the!mitochondrial! genome,!were!used!at! a!
concentration!of!0.5µM.! ! !The!primers!were!supplied!by!Eurofin!Genomics.! !The!
sequences!of!the!primers!targeting!cytochrome!B!(CytB)!wereC!!
Forward:! 5’TATGACCCCAATACGCAAAATT3’! and! Reverse:! 5’T






spectrophotometer.! !mtDNA! concentrations! in! patient! plasma!were! quantified! in!
ng/ml.!!
2.28% HighGMobility%Group%Protein%Box%1%(HMGB1).%



















optical! density! (OD)! was! measured! with! ! a! ! spectrophotometer! at! 450! nm.! ! A!
standard!curved!was!constructed!and!the!ODs!of!the!samples!used!to!calculate!the!





BioTPlex®!200! reader!was! carried!out! using! the!BioTPlex™!Calibration!Kit! (171T
203060)!prior! to! running! the!assay.! !FourTfold!dilutions!were!used! to!generate!a!
standard!curve!of!the!‘standards’!supplied!in!the!kit.!Coupled!beads!were!prepared!
by!diluting!stock!beads!1:10!with!assay!buffer!and!placing!in!a!falcon!tube!(Becton!





















The! Adrenal! Steroids! were!measured! using! LCTMS! by! Dr! Angela! Taylor! in! the!
Centre! for! Endocrinology,! Diabetes! and! Metabolism! at! the! University! of!
Birmingham.! ! Cortisol,! cortisone,! testosterone,! Androstenedione,! DHEA! and!
DHEAS!were! purchased! from!Sigma!Aldrich,!UK.! Internal! standards! cortisolTd4,!
testosteroneTd3,!DHEATd6!and!DHEASTd2!were!used!in!the!steroid!measurements.!
The! steroids! were! extracted! from! 200µL! of! serum! (after! addition! of! an! internal!
standard! solution)! via! liquid/liquid! extraction! with! 1mL! of! tartTbutylTmethylTether!
(MTBE).! The! MTBE! layer! was! evaporated! to! dryness,! the! samples! were! then!
















All! steroids!were!quantified!with! respect! to!a! linear!calibration!series! (calibrators!
were!prepared!in!PBS!with!0.1%BSA)!with!appropriate!internal!standards,!ranging!
from! 0.1! to! 250ng/mL! for! steroid! and! steroidToxime! analysis! and! 250! to!
10,000ng/mL! for! DHEAS! analysis.! ! Each! steroid! was! identified! by! a! matching!
retention!time!and!2!mass!transitions!in!comparison!to!a!reference!compound.!Each!
steroid! was! quantified! relative! to! its! deuterated! analogue! with! the! following!




patients! and! sent! to! Newcastle! University! Hospital! where! the! routine! laboratory!




Ultrasound!analysis! of!muscle! thickness!was!used! to!estimate!muscle! loss!over!
time.! ! Measurements! were! taken! from! 4! different! sitesC! Biceps! Brachii,! Radial!
Forearm! Rectus! Femoris! and! Rectus! Abdominis! using! a! portable! ultrasound!







forearm! and! thigh! and! so! Rectus! Abdominis! was! added.! ! The! thickness! of! the!
muscle!was!measured!on!a! frozen! frame!of! the!ultrasound! image!of! the!muscle!
group.!!This!was!repeated!twice!to!give!an!average!of!3!and!a!forth!measurement!













Urinary! Nitrogen! Excretion! was! used! to! estimate! protein! breakdown! during!
catabolism.! ! Other! measures! such! as! 3Tmethylhistidine! have! been! used! as!
measures!of! protein! breakdown! in! sepsis! and! trauma(408).! ! ! In! this! longitudinal!
study! initial! values! would! have! been! confounded! by! dietary! meat! intake! which!
should!be!not!be!part!of!the!diet!3!days!prior!to!measurement!(409).!
2.34% Data%management%and%Statistics.%
The! complexities! of! sample! scheduling! and! the! large! amount! of! data! recorded!
required!a!database! to!manage! this.! !A!database!was!designed! in!Filemaker,! a!
crossTplatform!solution!that!can!be!used!on!Mac!and!Windows.!!This!was!double!





in! frequencies! and! proportions! and! continuous! data! in! means! and! standard!
deviations.!Statistical!significance!was!accepted!at!the!p<0.05!level.!!Generalised!
linear!mixedTeffects!models!were! used! to! examine! the! change! in! variables! over!







was! modelled! using! restricted! cubic! splines! to! allow! for! flexible! nonTlinear!
relationships.!The!distribution!of!each!variable!of! interest!was!examined!and! logT
transformed!to!normalise!the!distribution!if!necessary.!!SOFA!and!SAPSII!scores!







evidence! (p≤0.01),!moderate! evidence! (0.01<p≤0.2),!weak! evidence! (0.2<p≤0.5)!
and!no!evidence!(p>0.5).!
Predicted!fixed!effects!were!then!treated!as!univariate!time!series'!and!pairs!of!these!
time! series!were! then! compared!by!evaluating! their! crossTcorrelation.! ! This!was!
examined! to! identify! the! lagged! times! at! which! maximum! autocorrelation! was!
obtained.!!Model!selection!was!performed!using!AIC!to!determine!the!order!of!the!
spline!used!to!model!time.!!Analysis!was!conducted!in!R!using!libraries!lme4,!effects,!


























measures! to! capture! the! clinical,! immune! and! endocrine! temporal! changes! that!
occur!following!injury.!!The!inclusion!of!enough!older!injured!patients!would!allow!





demographics! and! the! clinical! journey! of! these! patients.! ! It! will! outline! how! the!
























pituitary! function! following! traumatic! brain! injury! (425).! ! Including! patients! with!
severe!TBI!into!the!study!would!add!many!confounding!factors!with!the!potentially!
long!sedation!periods!and!the!unique!management!protocols!that!can!conflict!with!
the! resuscitation! goals! used! for! injuries! in! other! anatomic! regions.!Patients!with!













that! was! not! fully! appreciated! by! ISS.! ! NISS! was! therefore! used! to! stratify! the!
severely!injured!trauma!patients.!Five!patients!had!a!NISS!<16!on!later!review!and!
were!excluded!from!any!further!analysis.!!All!patients!except!the!fatalities!completed!





















(355 military, 640 civilians)
Approached 
n=106
(54 military, 52 civilians)















(49 military, 46 civilians)
NISS<16 
n=5
Did not have 6M measurements
(8 fatalities, 3 withdrew after 
discharge, 
24 lost to follow up)            




Mortality! was! 8.4%! (8! of! 95)! in! those! patients! arriving! at! the! Queen! Elizabeth!
Hospital!(QEH).!The!deaths!all!occurred!later!than!48!hoursC!median!time!22!days!
(13T47)!from!injury.!Total!median!ISS!and!NISS!values!were!26!(18T34)!and!34!(29T
44)! respectively.! The! physiological! and! organ! dysfunction! scores! of! APACHEII,!
SAPS2!and!SOFA!after!injury!were!23!(16T28),!51!(36T57)!and!9!(6T11)!respectively.!
The! patients! who! survived! remained! ventilated! for! a!median! of! 10! (6T17)! days,!
remaining!on!ICU!for!a!further!day,!(11,!5T18),!and!their!median!length!of!stay!in!
hospital!was!38!days!(23T59).!!23!patients!had!a!septic!episode!in!the!first!48Thours!



























































The! young! patients! were! separated! into! military! and! civilian! cohorts! and! the!
demographics!are!shown!in!Table!3.2.!!When!comparing!young!military!and!civilians,!
there!was!again!no!difference! in! ISS!scores!but!using!NISS,!military!patients!were!































The! score! totals! each organ! system.! ! The! respiratory,! cardiovascular,! hepatic,!
coagulation,! renal! and! neurological! systems are! scored! from! 0! T! 4! based! on!
physiological!parameters!and!then!totalled.!!Individual!organ!scores!range!from!0!for!
no!dysfunction!and!4!for!severe!organ!dysfunction/failure.!












































patients$ on$ ICU$with$NISS>15$who$ survived.$Young! and! old! (C)!SOFA!and! (D)!
SAPSII!scores.!!Young!patients!were!also!divided!into!military!and!civilian!(E)!SOFA!
and! (F)! SAPS! II.! Data! was! modelled! using! a! nonTlinearmixed! effects! techniqueZ!


















patients! had! a! higher!median!maximum! nitrogen! excretion! than! old! patients,! 33.8!
(18.5T41.4)! vs.! 22.9! (14.4T23.8)! p=0.021.! ! The! military! patients! did! not! differ!
significantly!in!their!peak!nitrogen!excretion!compared!to!the!young!civilians.!
From! the! model! (Figure! 3.7)! it! can! be! inferred! that! there! is! strong! evidence! that!
















means! and! 95%!CI.! ! Modelled! data! was! separated! into! (C)! young! and! old.! Young!
patients!were!then!separated!into!(D)!military!and!civilian.!Data!was!modelled!using!a!
mixed!effects!techniqueZ!modelling!time!as!a!7Tknot!restricted!cubic!spline!provided!the!






































a!portable!sonosite!machine.! ! Initially! the!measurements!of!4!muscle!areas/groups!
were!takenZ!Biceps!brachii,!Rectus!abdominis,!forearm!and!quadriceps!muscle!groups.!!
The!results!of!the!4!areas!assessed!are!shown!in!Figure!3.9.!!!Different!areas!were!
chosen! in! an!attempt! to! overcome! the!difficulties! in! using!ultrasound! in! areas!with!




Biceps! muscle! thickness! reduced! after! injury! and! reached! a! minimum! thickness!
around!6!weeks.!!The!median!maximum!loss!was!26%!(21T34%).!!6!weeks!after!injury!
muscle!thickness!increased!and!returned!to!values!measured!at!the!time!of!injury!by!6!

























Figure$ 3.10.! !Modelling$ of$ biceps$ brachii$ muscle$ (A)$ thickness$ and$ (B)$ %$
change$over$time$in$patients$with$severe$injury$(NISS>16)$that$survived.!!Data!
was! modelled! with! a! mixed! effects! techniqueZ! time! was! modelled! using! 6Tknot$









Figure$ 3.11.$ $ Modelled$ biceps$ brachii$ muscle$ thickness$ in$ patients$ with$ a$
NISS>15$that$survived.$Biceps!brachii!muscle!thickness!in!mm!was!separated!in!to!
(A)!young!and!old,!and!(C)!young!military!and!civilian!severely!injured!patients.!The!
percentage!change!over! time!was!modelled! for! (B)!young!and!old!and!(D)!young!























































CRP! increased! immediately! after! injury! and! on! day! 3! peaked! at! 240! mg/L! (159T
302mg/L),! shown! in!Figure!3.14.! !CRP! levels! then! slowly! reduced!but! took!over! 2!
months!to!fall!below!50!mg/l!and!were!still!elevated!at!6!months.!!!
A!SIRS!response!and!a!positive!culture!revealed!that!ten!patients!had!an!early!septic!












Figure$ 3.14.$ C_Reactive$ Protein$ of$ severely$ injured$ personal$ (NISS>15)$ who$
survived.$$(A)!CRP!levels!daily!over!first!60!days!displayed!as!median!values!with!IQRs.!!!
(B)!CRP!modelled!over!time!data!displayed!as!means!and!95%!CI.!!Data!was!modelled!











Figure$3.15.$ $Septic$Episodes$ following$severe$ injury$ (NISS>15)$ in$patients$ that$










Organism) Gram)Stain) Number) of) septic)episodes))
Number) times)
organism)cultured)
Acinetobacter)baumanni) Neg)Bacilli) 52) 189)
Pseudomonas)species) Neg)Bacilli) 30) 57)
Mixed)coliforms) Neg)Bacilli) 28) 120)
Candida)species) Fungi) 25) 26)
Staphylococcus)aureus) Pos)Cocci) 20) 135)
Bacillus)species) Pos)Bacilli) 15) 72)
Escherichia)coli) Neg)Bacilli) 12) 69)
Pseudomonas)aeruginosa) Neg)Bacilli) 10) 221)
Stenotrophomonas)maltophilia) Neg)Bacilli) 10) 116)
Klebsiella)pneumoniae) Neg)Bacilli) 9) 49)
Enterobacter)cloacae) Neg)Bacilli) 8) 78)
Enterococcus)species) Neg)Bacilli) 8) 39)
Coag)negative)Staphylococcus) Pos)Cocci) 6) 14)
Aspergillus)terreus) Fungi) 5) 11)
Aspergillus)flavus) Fungi) 4) 8)
Chry.)indologenes) Neg)Bacilli) 4) 10)
Haemophilus)influenzae) Neg)Bacilli) 4) 8)
Morganella)morganii) Neg)Bacilli) 4) 20)
Pseudomonas)putida) Neg)Bacilli) 4) 9)
Mixed)anaerobic)bacteria) Pos)&)Neg) 5) 6)
Moraxella)catarrhalis) Neg)Bacilli) 3) 5)
Proteus)mirabilis) Neg)Bacilli) 3) 8)
Acinetobacter)lwoffi) Neg)Bacilli) 2) 4)
Aeromonas)sp.) Neg)Bacilli) 2) 18)
Aspergillus)fumigatus) Fungi) 2) 5)
Candida)albicans) Fungi) 2) 50)
Enterobacter)aerogenes) Neg)Bacilli))) 2) 8)












A! large!cohort!of!severely! injured!patients!young!and!old! is!described!whose! initial!
differences!on!appear!to!be!injury!severity!as!measure!by!NISS!and!the!way!they!were!





et# al.#work!who! showed! a! year! on! year! improvements!with! changing! resuscitation!




was! significantly! better! in! the!military! group! compared! to! the! young! civilians.! ! The!




military! also! had! a! different! rehabilitation! regime! with! earlier! resourced! military!
physiotherapy!in!hospital!and!a!discharge!pathway!directly!to!a!rehabilitation!centre!
specialising! in! muscular! skeletal! rehabilitation.! ! The! military! injured! had! more!
procedures!and!a!longer!length!of!stay!than!the!young!civilians!that!may!be!explained!









































The! inflammatory! response! to! injury! is! initiated! through! the! release!of! nuclear! and!
mitochondrialTderived!DAMPs!from!damaged!or!necrotic!tissue.!Of!these,!HMGB1!and!
mtDNA!have!been!heavily! implicated! in! initiating! this! sterile! inflammatory! response!
(31).!Measuring!cytokines!and!acute!phase!proteins!allows!for!the!assessment!of!the!
local! and! systemic! response! to! DAMPs.! To! date,! the! temporal! changes! in! these!
molecules!have!been!studied! in! the! immediate!post! injury!period!but!not!during!the!








neutrophil! phenotype! is! one! of! suppressionZ! a! granulocytic!MDSC(146).! The! exact!
function!of!MDSC!or!immature!granulocytes!have!not!been!fully!characterised!in!the!











outcome! measure.! Thus,! the! results! presented! in! this! chapter! are! based! on! the!
responses! of! surviving! patients! with! a! NISS>15! and! attempts! to! differentiate!
inflammation! with! respect! to! age! (Figure! 4.1).! A! cut! off! of! 49! years! was! used! to!
separate!young!and!old!patients!as!age!related!differences!in!immune!response!are!
present!by! the!6th! decade! (426).!The!main!differences!between! the!young!and!old!
population!were! injury!severity!as!described!by!NISS! (p=0.003)!and! the!amount!of!

















Fatalities   n=8
3 x Burns, 5 x Trauma
(7 M, 1 F)




(65 M, 5 F)
n=70
> 49 year old<=49 year old
Old
NISS 27 (22-34)



























Figure$ 4.2.$ Mitochondrial$ DNA$ concentration$ over$ time$ in$ severely$ injured$
patients$with$a$NISS>15.!(A)!MtDNA!concentration!(ng/ml)!over!time!in!days,!weeks!
(Wk)!and!months!(M).!(B)!Log!mtDNA!concentration!(ng/ml)!modelled!over! time! in!
days! to! help! normalise! the! extremely! skewed! data.! (C)! Raw! mtDNA! data!
differentiated!by!age.!(D)!Modelled!Log!mtDNA!differentiated!by!age.!Raw!data!box!
and! whisker! plots! show! median! and! interquartile! ranges! (A! and! C).! Data! was!
modelled! using! a! nonTlinear! mixed! effects! model! that! accounts! for! unbalanced!





















have!a!pivotal!role! in!the! initiation!and!propagation!of! the! inflammatory!response!to!
injury!(436).!HMGB1!results!are!displayed!in!Figure!4.4Z!values!are!given!as!medians!
with! IQR!unless! otherwise! stated.! !HMGB1!was! elevated! at! the! time! of! injury! and!
peaked!in!the!second!week!at!6.7!ng/ml!(range!3.9T10.1!ng/ml). Levels!decreased!over!
the! next! 6! months! but! did! not! return! to! the! normal! range! (<1.4ng/ml).! ! HMGB1!







concentrations! influence! ICU! length!of!stay! (Figure!4.5!D),!moderate!evidence! that!







over$ time.$ (A)! HMBG1! concentrations! (ng/ml)! over! time! in! days,! weeks! (Wk)! and!


























shown! in!Figure!4.7.! ILT6,! ILT8!and! ILT10!all! show!an! immediately! raised! level! that!
rapidly!falls!after!injury.!The!young!patients!showed!higher!cytokine!levels!compared!














and!R=0.339!(p=0.002)!respectively.!With!respect! to! ILT8,! ISS!was!slightly!better!at!

































































The!mean!neutrophil! count! on!Day1!was!10.3! x10T9/l! (+/T5.7)! and!was! significantly!











months.! There! were! no! differences! in! the! amount! of! superoxide! produced! (MFI)!









$Figure$ 4.11.$ Neutrophil$ count$ from$ injury$ through$ to$ 6$ months$ following$
severe$injury$(NISS>15).$(A)!Raw!data!of!neutrophil!counts.!(B)!Modelled!data!of!
neutrophil!counts.!(C)!Raw!data!of!neutrophil!counts!separated!into!young!and!old!
patients.! (D)! Modelled! data! separated! into! young! and! old! injured! patients.! UHB!
laboratory!normal!ranges!are!shown.!!Median!values!with!IQR!are!represented!by!













controls! were! measured,! 13! young! and! 6! old.! ! Median! values! with! IQRs! are!
represented!by!box!and!whisker!plots.!ModelTbased!predicted!fixed!effects!of!time!are!
represented! by! means! and! 95%! confidence! intervals.! Data! was! modelled! using! a!








The!ability!of!neutrophils! to!phagocytose! is! represented!by! the!phagocytic! index,!a!
calculation!of!the!percentage!of!cells!involved!in!phagocytosis!and!the!proportion!of!
bacteria! (Esch.#coli)# that!have!been!engulfed! (Figure!4.13).!The! temporal!profile!of!
neutrophil!phagocytosis!for!injured!patients!followed!a!fluctuating!course.!Initially!the!
levels!were!low!compared!to!data!for!healthy!controls,!improved!over!the!first!week,!
and! decreased! to! reach! the! lowest! level! in! the! second! week! before! increasing! to!









the! older! injured! person! has! more! variability! in! the! number! of! bacteria! that! their!






Figure$ 4.13.$ Phagocytic$ Index$ in$ severely$ injured$ patients$ (NISS>15)$ that$
survived$as$measured$by$PHAGOTESTTM.!Phagocytic!index!in!trauma!patients!that!











Figure$ 4.14.$Components$ of$ phagocytic$ index$ separated$ in$ to$ young$ and$old$
cohorts.$PHAGOTESTTM!%!of!cells!ingesting!bacteria!shown!as!(A)!raw!data!and!(B)!
modelled!data.!PHAGOTESTTM!MFI!for!amount!of!bacteria!ingested!shown!as!(C)!raw!












these! neutrophils! to! produce! superoxide! as! detected! by! PHAGOBURSTTM! (Figure!









NISS,! ICU!LOS,! infectious!episodes!and!number!of!operations!and! the!strength!of!
prediction!ranked.!In!order!of!significance,!the!number!of!operative!procedures,!SOFA!
score! (Day1)!and! ICU!LOS!were! the! largest! independent!predictors! that!an! injured!

















































Figure$ 4.17.$PHAGOTESTTM$ analysis$ demonstrating$ a$ second$population$of$

















Table$ 4.1.$ Demographics$ of$ severely$ injured$ patients$ in$ whom$ a$ second$
population$was$observed.$$




whole! blood! smear! was! prepared! and! Giemsa! stained.! The! white! cell! differential!
revealed!a!slightly!increased!number!of!band!cells!(10T20%)!and!metamyelocytes!(1T
2%)!within! the!neutrophil!population.! !Examples!of!blood! films!are!shown! in!Figure!
4.19.!These!proportions!did!not!explain! the! large!number!of!cells!within! the!second!














CD11b! is! involved! in!numerous!neutrophil! processes! including!adhesion,!migration!
and!phagocytosis!(437)!as!well!as!neutrophil!recognition!of!opsonised!pathogens!and!




slowly! shed! as! cells! mature.! CD35! is! a! complement! receptor! that! initiates!







in! trauma! patients! is! shown! in! Table! 4.2.! Examples! of! staining! for! each! of! the!
antibodies! for!CD11b,!CD11b! (active),!CD15,!CD33,!CD63,!CD66b! and!CD35! are!
shown! in! Figures! 4.19T4.22.! Although! the! staining! for! MDSC!was! positive! in! both!
populations,!further!work!in!our! laboratory!found!that!an!increase!in!MDSC!was!not!














Antigen) Population) MFI) %)of)Stained)Cells) Phenotype)
CD11b) Normal' 3722.68) 68.4) CD11b++)
) Second' 1727.53! 23.9! CD11b+!
CD11b)(active)) Normal' 156852.89' 97.0) CD11b'(active)++)
) Second' 59250.22) 89.0) CD11b'(active)++)
CD15)) Normal' 12033.69) 95.8) CD15++)
) Second' 7774.86) 69.5) CD15++)
CD33) Normal' 1407.19) 79.0) CD33+)
) Second' 2009.54) 89.2) CD33+)
CD63) Normal' 3693.16) 49.4) CD63+)
) Second' 3406.79) 62.1) CD63+)
CD66b) Normal' 124184.19) 99.5) CD66b++)
) Second' 102478.92) 98.3) CD66b++)
CD35) Normal' 59213.26) 99.5) CD35++)








neutrophil$ populations.$ (A)! Neutrophil! gating! on! the! normal! (red)! and! second!
population!(blue)!for!CD11b!(nonTactive).!(B)!CD11b!expression!(MFI)!for!the!normal!
and!second!population!of!the!nonTactive!form.!(C)!Neutrophil!gating!on!the!normal!(red)!







Figure$ 4.21.$Surface$ antigen$ staining$ for$CD63$ (azurophilic$ granules)$CD66b$
(specific$ secondary$ granules)$ gated$ on$ the$ normal$ and$ second$ neutrophil$
population.!(A)!Neutrophil!gating!on!the!normal!(red)!and!second!population!(blue)!
for! CD63.! (B)! CD63! expression! (MFI)! for! the! normal! and! second! population! of!
neutrophils.!(C)!Neutrophil!gating!on!the!normal!(red)!and!second!(blue)!population!











neutrophil$ population.$ (A)! Neutrophil! gating! on! the! normal! (red)! and! second!








second!population!(blue)! for!CD15.!(B)!CD15!expression!(MFI)! for! the!normal!and!












week! following! injury! in! a! similar!way! to! the!number! of! septic! episodes.!When! the!
cohort!was! separated! into! those!who!had!a! septic! episode!and! those!who!did! not!





































in!mtDNA! levels! between! the! severely! injured! (ISS>=16)! and! not! severely! injured!
(ISS<16)(440).! ! Others! have! also! positively! correlated! mtDNA! levels! with! injury!




but! has! only! shown! a! weak! association! with! injury! severity.! ! The! lack! of! strong!








their! ability! to! produce! NETs! when! stimulated! was! reduced(442).! ! It! is! generally!
accepted!that!the!mitochondrial!DAMPS!initiate!the!inflammatory!response!locally(31)!









but! the! literature! is!at!odds!as!HMGB1!can!bind!to!other!proinflammatory!cytokines!
and!increase!its!duration!of!action,!as!well!as!the!fact!that!there!are!various!isoforms!
that!may!also!interfere!with!detection!(444).!!To!complicate!matters!further,!while!still!
present! in! the! serum! HMGB1! action! can! be! degraded! by! thrombomodulin! more!




The! increased! release! of! DAMPS! in! contrast! to! the! immunesenscense(190)! that!
occurs!with!increasing!age!is!difficult!to!explain.!A!review!of!the!role!of!senescent!cells!
in! ageing! by! van!Deursen! highlights! the! presence! of! ‘aberrant! tissue! architecture’,!
impaired! tissue! regeneration! as! well! as! the! reduced! numbers! of! stem! and! other!
mitotically! active! cells! that! contribute! to! older! diseases! (448).! The! role! of! cellular!
senescence!can!be!advantageous!as!they!help!to!limit!excessive!scaring!during!wound!
repair(449).!There!may!be!a!difference!in!clearance!of!DAMPs!in!the!elderly!but!there!
is!no!evidence! to!suggest! this.! !Another!possibility! is! that!older! injured!cells!do!not!
recover! from! injury! when! cells! are! ischaemic! or! mechanically! injured! as! well! as!
younger!ones.!!The!mechanisms!are!not!clear!but!the!role!of!Nitric!Oxide!(NO)!may!
contribute! as! there! is! a! reduced! bioavailability! and! a! build! up! of!Reactive!Oxygen!
Species(ROS)!during!hypoxia!that!is!increased!in!the!elderly(450,451).!!
The!response!to!injury!can!be!monitored!through!cytokine!production.!!The!classical!
production! of! the! proinflammatory! cytokines! IL6! and! IL8! seen! in! this! study! are!
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consistent!with!the!literature!(452T454).!Contrast!then!the!increase!release!in!DAMPs!
(mtDNA! and! HMGB1)! with! the! reduced! cytokine! production! seen! in! the! elderly!




The! neutrophil! numbers! and! their! response! decrease!with! age! after! injury.! ! In! the!
young,!neutrophil!function!recovered!to!normal!levels!after!4!weeks!during!the!study!
but! the! older! patients! took! much! longerZ! supporting! the! opinion! that! there! is! a!
decreased!ability!for!older!adults!to!fight!infection(456,457).!The!reduced!function!of!
neutrophils!from!older!adults!has!been!also!shown!by!Vanzant!and!colleagues!(458)!
who! describe! the! immuneTsenescence! contributing! to! a! diminished! response! and!
possibly!worse!outcomes.!!In!our!own!laboratory,!older!neutrophils!and!macrophages!
have!been!shown!to!produce!less!superoxide!and!have!reduced!phagocytic!ability!in!
an! elderly! uninjured! population(181)! as! well! as! in! a! elderly! hipTfracture! study!
(412,459,460)! !The! immunesenescence!described! is! in!contrast! to! the!chronic!proT
inflammatory!state!that!is!seen!in!the!elderly!and!contributes!to!many!diseases!such!
and!diabetes!and!cardiovascular!disease!seen!in!old!age(461).!
The! curious! appearance! of! a! second! population! of! neutrophils! with! a! different!
phenotype!during! the! first! 6!weeks! following! severe! injury! lead! to! investigations! to!
ascertain!the!role!of!these!cells.!!In!response!to!infection!or!trauma!a!neutrophillia!is!










and! sepsis(463).This! concept!was! initial! encouraging,! the! role! of!MDSCs,! adapted!
granulocytes!and!monocytes!was!being!highlighted!in!the!literature.!Koendermans!et#
al’s! work! in! demonstrating! a! population! of! neutrophils! which! actively! suppress! the!
immune! system! would! fit! with! the! clinical! picture! of! an! exaggerated! inflammatory!


















either! viral! or! bacterial! infection! by! Lilius! et# al.# used! CD64,! CD35! and! CD11b! to!
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differential! bacterial! form! viral! infections! where! a! CRP/CD11b! ratio! was! able! 76%!
sensitivity! and! 80%! specificity! for! the! diagnosis! of! bacterial! over! viral! infection.!!






intercellular! adhesion!molecule! 1,! complement! component!C3bi,!Candida# albicans,!
and!neutrophil! inhibitory! factor.! !Other! suggestions!by!Nuutila!et# al’s! group!of!why!
CD11b!was!low!are!due!to!a!failure!of!degranulation!that!would!also!be!consistent!with!
the!lower!CD35!expression.!!Against!this!is!that!other!markers!of!degranulation!such!
as!CD66! should! also! be! affected.! ! Finally! the! idea! that! the! complement! receptors!
(CD11b!and!CD35)!are!shed!from!the!neutrophil!cell!surface!sometime!after!they!are!





















appearance! of! the! second! population! of! neutrophils! in! the! sicker! patients! and!






previous!exposure!of! opsonised!bacteria! and! this! second!population!of! neutrophils!
represent!an!activated!or!primed!neutrophil!that!has!already!functioned.!
The!diagnosis!of!infection!in!the!presence!of!an!onTgoing!SIRS!response!remains!a!
















































have! profound! effects! for! the! severely! injured! patient,! with! hypermetabolism,!
catabolism,!immune!dysfunction!and!organ!dysfunction!leading!to!critical!illness!and!
even!death!(229,470).!
Adrenaline! and! norTadrenaline! are! released! in! to! the! circulation! but! as! the! stress!
















but! were! not! given! steroids! were! selected! in! an! attempt! to! remove! the! bias! from!


















Figure$ 5.1.$ Subgroup$ Selection$ for$ Analysis.$ $ Sixty! male! survivors! of!
severe! injury! (NISS>15)! under! 50! years! of! age,! who! had! not! been! given!
exogenous!steroids.!
!
All patients recruited NISS>15
(85m, 10f)
NISS = 34 (27-43)
All Survivors
(78m, 9f)
NISS = 34 (27-43)
Fatalities
(n=8)
NISS = 41 (31-57)
Male Survivors
(n=78)




















Male Survivors ≥ 50yrs
no steroids
(n=11)















The!glucocorticoid!data!along!with! the! respective!modeling! is! shown! in!Figure!5.3.!
Serum!concentrations!of! the!major!active!glucocorticoid! cortisol! (F)! increased!after!
injury!peaking!at!369!(261.7T521.1)!nmol/l!by!week!4.!There!was!a!difference!between!
the! cortisol! levels! immediately! after! injury! (208,! 132.1T331.8! nmol/l)! and! week! 4!
(p=0.001),!but!no!significant!differences!between!age!matched!controls!and!changes!
in!cortisol!level!1T4!weeks!after!injury.!Serum!concentrations!of!the!inactive!metabolite!






















nmol/lZ!p<0.0001)!compared! to!controls!but! recovered!3!months!after! injury.!Serum!
dehydroepiandrosterone! sulphate! (DHEAS)! concentrations! were! significantly! lower!
compared! to! controls! at! the! time! of! injury! and! continued! to! decrease! during! the!
following!2!weeks.!DHEAS!levels!were!at!their!lowest!at!week!2!(2.6,!1.5T3.9!μmol/l)!
and! had! not! returned! to! control! values! by! 6! months! (p<0.00001).! Serum!








1! (113,! 41.3T184.3Z! p<0.000001),! plateaued! and! then! decreased! after! week! 4.! No!
difference!was!seen!in!Cortisol/DHEA!ratio!between!the!severely!injured!and!controls!
by! 4!months.! Cortisol/DHEAS! ratio! increased! after! injury! and! peaked! at! 2! weeks!
compared! to! controls! (0.13,! 0.09T0.22Z! p<0.01).! The! Cortisol/DHEAS! ratio! then!
declined!slowly!over!the!study!period!but!did!not!returned!to!the!controls!values!by!6!













































Serum! SHBG! concentrations! were! subnormal! immediately! after! injury! (thereby!
increasing!the!fraction!free!testosterone)!and!increased!back!to!the!normal!reference!
















Figure$ 5.7.$ $ Serum$ testosterone,$ luteinising$ hormone$ (LH)$ and$ Sex$ hormone$















dressings,! amputations! and! other! wounds! hampered! the! measurements! in! other!
areas.!!Changes!in!biceps!brachii!muscle!thickness!followed!a!UTshaped!curve!from!
injury!that!flattened!after!4!weeks!following!injury!(p=0.001).!The!mean!maximum!loss!
was! 22.7%! (+/T12.5).! During! recovery! from! injury! biceps! brachii! muscle! thickness!

























The! relationship! between! sepsis! and! changes! in! the! endocrine! system! are!
summarised!in!Figure!5.9.!!An!autocorrelation!technique!was!used!to!test!whether!time!






















































Biceps!muscle!thickness!decreases!to!reach! its! lowest! level!at!6!weeks!after!which!
DHEA!increases!further!and!muscle!thickness!increases!again.!!DHEA!continues!to!
rise! throughout! the! study! period! in! line!with!muscle! gain.! !Maximum! correlation! of!
Biceps!thickness!to!DHEA!level!was!seen!at!T14!days!with!an!ACF!=!0.79.!
Serum! testosterone! levels,! urinary! nitrogen! excretion! and! biceps! brachii! muscle!
thickness!were!compared!and!the!results!plotted!in!Figure!5.12.!!An!autocorrelation!
technique!revealed!a!maximum!correlation!at!T3!days.!
As! testosterone! levels! start! to! increase! nitrogen! excretion! peaks! and! then! rapidly!
decreases.!!Biceps!muscle!thickness!decreases!to!reach!its!lowest!level!at!6!weeks.!
Testosterone!starts!to!increases!faster!than!DHEA,!a!head!of!increases!biceps!muscle!












(B)! urinary! nitrogen! excretion! and! (D)! biceps! brachii! thickness.! ! The! data! were!













and$ biceps$ muscle$ thickness$ over$ time$ for$ young$ (<50),$ severely$ injured$












physiology! relating!muscle! loss! and!altered! nitrogen!balance! (198,199).! The!major!
endocrine!response!to!injury!is!to!produce!catecholamines!and!corticosteroids.!These!
groups! of!molecules! produce! a! shortTterm! and! longTterm! stress! response! that! has!





diurnal! fluctuations,! protein! binding! and! the! difficulties! in! diagnosing! adrenal!
insufficiency(476).!A!more! consistent!measure! of! stress! response! is! reportedly! the!
Cortisol/Cortisone!ratio!(F/E)!(477)!that!represents!the!activity!of!11Thydroxysteroid!
dehydrogenase! (11THSD)! (218).! 11THSD! type! 1,! the!major! enzyme! activating!






There! is!not!much! in! literature!with! relation! to!11THSD!activity!and!severe! injury.!!!
There!some!evidence! in! its! role! in! regulating! immune! function! in!burns! (482).! !The!

































probably! through! direct! and! indirect! action! on! oestrogen! receptors(241,488).!
Hazeldine!et#al.#reviewed!the!role!of!DHEA!and!highlighted!the!mechanism!through!a!
NFTĸB! pathway! in! some! studies(488).! ! Interestingly,! Radford! et# al.#described! how!
DHEAS!can!enhance!the!activity!of!neutrophils!to!increase!superoxide!production!and!
so! enhance! immunity! by! via! a! protein! Kinase!CTβ(489).! ! This! ability! for! DHEA! to!
overcome! the! suppressive! nature! of! cortisol,! that!may! be! detrimental! in! prolonged!






In! traumatic!brain! injury! (TBI),! a! significant!proportion!of!patients!go!on! to!develop!
anterior!pituitary!dysfunction(492).!Another!study!reported!testosterone!suppression!in!
all!of! the!males!patients!within!10!days!of!head!injury(493).! ! In!patients!admitted!to!
critical!care!with!acute!illness!graded!according!to!APACHE!II!score!mean!testosterone!
concentrations! were! lower! on! admission! than! in! controls,! with! testosterone!
concentrations! being! lower! in! those! patients! with! more! severe! illness(235).! More!
recently!Gang!et#al.#reported!low!testosterone!immediately!after!injury!in!a!study!with!
95!patients!who!had!suffered!severe!injury(494).!!While!burns!and!critical!care!studies!
have! shown! a! central! pattern! hypogonadism(235,495)! there! is! not! a! great! deal! of!







could! be! opiates! used! on! ICU! which! are! known! to! induce! a! degree! of! central!
hypogonadism(496).!
Testosterone!may! be! a! biomarker! of! severity! of! injury(221)! although! this! was! not!
supported! by! the! current! study.! ! Androgens! have! important! roles! in! healing,!
erythrocytosis,!maintenance! of! bone! density! and!muscle!mass(346).! The! catabolic!
state!that!occurs!following!trauma!presents!a!significant!challenge,!and!the!uses!of!the!
synthetic!testosterone!analogue,!oxandrolone,!has!already!been!discussed.!
The!chance! to! reduce! the! catabolic!effects!of! the!glucocorticoids!and!enhance! the!
immune!responses!particularly!to!sepsis!using!DHEA!is!attractive.!!Analysing!a!young!









































civilian! patients! were! followed! from! the! initial! release! of! DAMPS! following! injury,!
through!the!subsequent!cytokine!storm!and!changes!in!immune!function!and!endocrine!
parameters.! The! temporal! changes! in! immune! function! were! interpreted! against! a!
background! of! onTgoing! inflammation! and! a! profound! stress! response! and! further!





















reconstruction! and! inThospital! rehabilitation! was! needed.! These! variations! are!
confounded!by!the!geographical!location!of!the!patient’s!home!and!the!availability!of!
rehabilitation!services.!The!difficulties!in!patient!stratification!using!the!existing!scoring!
systems! may! also! explain! why! the! correlation! of! injury! severity! with! duration! and!









mild,! moderate! and! severely! injured! but! direct! correlations! with! outcome! are! not!
strong(170,498).!!New!possibilities!to!predict!mortality!and!MODS!with!combinations!
of!integrins!have!recently!been!investigated!by!Furmaga!et#al.#in!a!trauma!study!of!17!
patients!with!hemorrhagic!shock! (499),!but! these!stratifiers!need!broader! testing! in!
large! patient! cohorts! to! establish! validity.! The! analysis! of! genomics,! via! highT
throughput!microarray!systems,!is!the!latest!stratification!tool.!mRNA!analysis!can!be!
used! to! determine! patterns! of! change! in! gene! expression! following! ! severe! injury,!
termed!the!“genomic!storm”!(500).!Interestingly,!the!problems!being!encountered!with!






at! the! same! time! as! the! release! of! early! cytokines,! potentially! confirming! current!
thinking!that!they!initiate!the!sterile!inflammatory!response.!!However,!this!study!was!
unable!to!capture!the!pattern!of!DAMP!and!cytokine!release!in!the!minutes!and!hours!
immediately! following! injury.! !By! the! time! the! first!samples!of! the!study!were! taken!
cytokine!levels!and!DAMPs!were!already!increased.!Interestingly!the!antiTinflammatory!













Gentile! et# al,! characterised! a! ‘Persistent! inflammation,! immunosuppression! and!
catabolism!syndrome!(PICS)’!that!complicates!some!severely!injured!patients!(153).!!
Their!PICS!criteria!cites!ICU>10!days,!high!CRP,!low!lymphocyte!count!and!excessive!
signs! of! catabolism.! The! conundrum! is! how! to! predict!which! patients!will! go! on! to!





anatomical! methods! are! now! poor! predictors! of! survival! (431).! ! Another! factor! to!
consider,!as!suggested!by!the!SIR!data,!is!the!magnitude!of!DAMPS!and/or!cytokines!





of! the! older! trauma! patient.! The! ageTrelated! differences! in! DAMPs! and! cytokine!
release!seen!in!the!study,!namely!lower!cytokine!levels!and!higher!DAMPs!compared!
with!young!patients,!are!modelled!in!Figure!6.2.!!The!increased!DAMPS!from!the!older!






and! other! immune! cells! as! well! as! the! endothelial! cells! when! alerted! to! onTgoing!
necrosis.! ! The! reduced! cytokine! release! seen! in! the! older! patients! in! response! to!
increased!DAMPS!may!be!another!consequence!of!the!ageTrelated!decline!in!immune!








































Alongside! the! initial! immune! response,!neuronal!and!endocrine!signalling!produces!
catecholamines! and! corticosteroids! in! response! to! tissue! damage! through! direct!
activation! of! efferent! pathways,! as! well! as! early! central! detection! of! inflammatory!
cytokines.! These! groups! of! molecules! produce! a! shortTterm! and! longTterm! stress!
response! that! has!evolved! to!protect! the! individual! from! life! threatening! injury.! !As!
glycogenolysis,! gluconeogenesis,! proteolysis! and! lipolysis! dominate! and! protein!












A! model! to! summarise! the! complex! relationship! that! the! immune! and! endocrine!
response! has! on! the! injured! host! is! shown! in! Figure! 6.3.! ! In! the! background! of!
inflammation,!a!reduction!in!immunity!renders!the!host!more!susceptible!to!sepsis!and!
the!consequences!MOD/F.!The!SIR!Study!has!captured!the!high!proportion!of!injured!
patients! that!go!on! to!develop!a!septic!episode.! !The! reduction! in! immune! function!
does!appear!to!correspond!with!the!appearance!of!sepsis.!!It!is!still!to!be!proved!that!
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the! different! phenotype! of! neutrophils,! observed! in! this! study,! which! also! peaked!
around!two!weeks!following!injury!is!related!to!the!onset!of!MOD/F!and/or!sepsis,!or!is!













Several! studies! have! analysed! the! metabolic! response! to! injury! and! metabolomic!
analysis!has!been!shown! to!be!able! to!differentiate!between!sterile!and!nonTsterile!

















sepsis! trials! have! failed! to! appreciate! the! fine! balance! between! a! pro! and! antiT
inflammatory! responses! and! it! is! thus! not! surprising! that! suppression! of! the!
inflammatory!response!has!not!yet!been!successful!in!turning!promising!animal!work!
into! successful! clinical! treatments(515).! ! DAMPS! operate! through! TLRs! and! so!
logically! blocking! the! relevant! TLRs! and/or! preventing! accumulation! of! the! DAMP!
would!be!efficacious(516).!Mitochondrial! derived!DAMPS!such!at!mtDNA!but!more!
importantly! other! associated! molecules! may! also! be! important! in! initiating!




histones!another!DAMP!has!been!successful! in! the!animal!model! but! yet! to! reach!
clinical! trials! (521).! Lord! et# al.# reviewed! some! of! the! suggested! strategies! for!





























Studies! from! traumatic! brain! injury! (TBI)! are! variable! reporting! 9T100%! of! central!
depression(493).! !Testosterone! levels,!be! it!after!surgery! (486),!burns! (236)!or!acute!
severe!illness!fall!within!24!hours.!!The!recovery!of!testosterone!appears!to!relate!to!















study! are! potentially! farTreaching.! Testosterone!may! have! potential! as! a! biological!
marker! of! trauma! severity! and! the! response! to! treatment.! Low! testosterone!
concentrations!may!also!offer!a!therapeutic!target.!Not!only!does!testosterone!have!
important!roles!in!erythrocytosis,!conservation!of!bone!density!and!lean!muscle!mass!
(with! a! direct! anabolic! effect! on! skeletal! muscle),! there! is! some! evidence! that!
androgens!mediate! immune!suppression! following!major! trauma! (529).!Trials!using!
testosterone!antagonists! have! shown! some!benefit! (530,531).! The!advantages!are!
attributed!to!the!blocking!of!androgen!receptors!but!an!indirect!action!of!these!agents!
may!be!to!increase!upTstream!steroids!and!oestradiol!that!in!the!tissues!may!enhance!
immune! response! and! improve! outcomes.! The! synthetic! testosterone! analogue! –!







the! testosterone! analogue,! being! considered! ‘Standard! of! Care’! in! severe! burns!
(>30%TBSA)(533).! !Oxandrolone!has!also!been!used! in! two! trauma!studies!whose!
methodology! and! conclusions! were! not! helpful! and! have! already! been! discussed!
(356,357,534).!
6.3.3.2$ DHEA.$$






example,! in! mice! after! haemorrhage,! DHEA! supplementation! enhances! immune!
responses!and!reduces!mortality!and!sepsis!(536,537),reduces!hepatic!damage!(538),!
restores!cardiac!dysfunction!(539)and!improves!splenocyte!function!via!direct!T!cell!





hypogonadal!mice! (543).!DHEA!can!also!be!protective! in! soft! tissue! ischaemia! reT
perfusion!injury,!reducing!leucocyte!activation!and!improving!capillary!perfusion!(544).!
When!administered!in!thermal!injury!models!DHEA!has!been!shown!to!exhibit!similar!
properties! to! that! of! the! haemorrhage/ischaemiaZ! normalising! hepatocellular!
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any! improvement! in! influenza! vaccine! antibody! titre!when!DHEA!was! given! to! the!
elderly! (549,550).! In! contrast! DHEA! supplementation! in! the! elderly! did! increase!
influenza!vaccine!titres(551).!!A!finding!also!supported!by!Degelau!at!al,!they!attributed!
higher!influenza!titres!to!lower!circulating!DHEAS!(552).!!Human!studies!in!both!sexes!
during! middle! age! have! shown! enhanced! NK! cell! function,! increased! numbers! of!
monocytes! and! stimulate! response! enhanced! response! in! T! and! B! cells(553,554).!!
That!said,!a!study!of!middle!age!men! failed! to!show!any! improvements! in! immune!
function!after!4!weeks(555).!
The!potential!utility!of! !DHEA! to!enhance! immune! function!has!been!suggested!by!
work! in! our! group.!For! example,!we!have!highlighted! that! the!adrenal! response! to!













dysfunction(393T395,556T559).! The! relationship! between! low! DHEA! levels! and!
probability!of!sepsis!supports!the!proposition!that!DHEA!supplementation!might!reduce!
the! incidence!of! infection.!As!an! intervention!DHEA!supplementation!would!support!
early!anabolic!drive!as!well!as!help!the!immune!system!at!a!time!when!it!is!suppressed.!









benefits! that! DHEA! supplementation! may! offer! the! severely! injuredZ! reducing!











study! has! allowed! the! temporal! changes! to! be! recorded! with! confidence.! ! The!
additional!sampling! to! that! for!clinical!need!has!allowed! the!study!of! the!endocrine!
profile!over!six!months.!!
The! limitations! of! this! observational! study! are! not! unique,! particularly! the! missing!
values! of! potentially! important! covariates! and! other! unmeasured! but! potentially!
important!confounders!and!effect!modifiers.!!The!population!studied!is!diverseZ!with!a!
wide!variation! in! the!mechanism!of! injury,!age,!occupation!and! the! injured!patient's!
potential! function! reserve.! ! It! is! particularly! important! to! draw!attention! to! the!wide!
distribution!of!age!in!the!civilian!cohort!compared!to!the!young!military!cohort.! !The!
military!patients!also!had!more!rehabilitation!than!their!civilian!counterparts.!!











to!study!the!ongoing!changes! in!response!over! time.! !The!study!was! limited!by!the!
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